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Applicability of the localization-interaction model to magnetoconductivity studies
of polyaniline films at the metal-insulator boundary

G. Tzamalis,* N. A. Zaidi, and A. P. Monkman
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Low temperature~down to 1.5 K! conductivity and high-field~up to 13.093104 Oe) magnetoconductivity
measurements were performed on three different polyaniline films doped with two dopant acids. The transport
behavior of those systems, which lay on either side of the metal-insulator transition, was investigated within
the framework of the localization-interaction model and parameters that can implicitly determine the degree of
the disorder present in the systems have been evaluated. The suitability, consistency, and limitations of the
model for the study of conducting polymers close to the metal-insulator transition are thoroughly discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There were significant attempts in the early 1980s for
development of a theory that could describe the effects
Anderson localization1–3 and the effects of electron-electro
interactions4–8 on the transport properties for disorder
electronic systems. The scaling theory of localization3 has
lead to the localization-interaction model9,10 that, as numer-
ous studies from different groups have shown,11–27describes
with considerable success the observed transport prope
of homogeneously disordered metallic systems close to
metal-insulator~MI ! transition.

Conducting polymers have exhibited that they can
dergo a MI transition whose complex nature is primarily d
termined by the disorder, interchain interaction, and dop
level, although the relative importance and precise contri
tion of those factors remains controversial.28,29 One of the
main issues of contention is whether disorder can be
garded as homogeneous or heterogeneous. In the case o
mogeneous disorder, the three-dimensional localizat
interaction model could be used for the study of transp
phenomena in conducting polymers near the MI transiti
whereas in the case of heterogeneous disorder it has
argued30 that the system consists of crystalline domains e
bedded in amorphous~nonconducting! media and transpor
occurs by percolation of the charge carriers between
crystalline regions.31 Recent advancements in the proces
bility of conducting polymers have significantly improve
the quality of the materials by reducing the extent of t
disorder in such a way that the localization length, wh
characterizes the extent of the electronic wave functions,
comes greater than the averaged-over structural coher
length that characterises the size of the crystall
regions.18,32,33In such a case the disorder can be regarde
homogeneous since the system sees an average of the
dom fluctuation of the disorder potentials and can, argua
be described by the localization-interaction model.

One of the systems that has been shown to be suitabl
investigation within the framework of the localization
interaction model is doped polyaniline~PANI!. Following
recent studies of its optical properties,34–36 two different
polyaniline systems have been used for low tempera
0163-1829/2003/68~24!/245106~11!/$20.00 68 2451
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~down to 1.5 K! conductivity and magnetoconductivity mea
surements: polyaniline doped with 10-camphorsulfonic a
~CSA! and polyaniline doped with 2-acrylamido-2-methyl-
propanesulfonic acid~AMPSA!. The variation of the doping
level has provided samples with different degrees of disor
and consequently they lie on either side of the MI transitio
The following study will comprehensibly examine the su
ability and the limitations of the localization-interactio
model for an implicit determination, through various para
eters, of the degree of the disorder present in the polyani
systems and their subsequent classification in the co
sponding side of a disorder induced metal-insulator tran
tion. Several issues regarding the applicability of the mo
will be clarified and more corroborating evidence regard
the intrinsic metallic character of PANI will be presente
throughout comparative investigation of the differences
tween the distinct polyaniline systems. A comparison w
the conclusions derived from the optical properties34,35 will
also be performed.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The localization-interaction model predicts behaviors d
ferent from those of periodic systems and provides quan
mechanical corrections to the semiclassical Boltzmann c
ductivity which arise in sufficiently disordered metals at lo
temperatures.10 These corrections are the self-explanato
electron-electron interaction and the weak localization t
tends to localize the electron wave function due to quant
interference. According to the localization-interaction mod
the conductivity in the disordered metallic regime at lo
temperatures is given by9

s~T!5s~0!1m8T1/21BTp/2, ~1!

where the second term arises from electron-electron inte
tions, while the last term is the correction to the zer
temperature conductivity due to localization effects.21 The
value of p is determined by the temperature dependence
the scattering rate,t in

21}Tp, of the dominant dephasing
mechanism. Reported values ofp range fromp52.5 to 3 for
electron-phonon scattering,p52 for inelastic electron-
electron scattering~clean limit! or p53/2 ~dirty limit !.18 The
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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calculations by Belitz and Wysokinski37 give p51, close, to
the metal-insulator transition. The parameterm8 is given by
the expression4,21

m85aF4

3
2gS 3Fs

2 D G , ~2!

wherea}D21/2 with D being the diffusion coefficient,g is a
parameter dependent on details of the electronic struct
andFs the interaction parameter, which is a complicated
monotonic function of the Thomas-Fermi screening wa
vectorK. It is related to the Fermi-liquid parameterF, which
represents the screened electron-electron interactions
aged over the Fermi surface by the expression~Hartree
interaction!21

Fs52
32

3F
@123F/42~12F/2!3/2#, ~3!

where the Hartree factorF can be written as

F5~1/x!ln~11x!, ~4!

with x5(2kF /K)2. The screening lengthK21 becomes very
large near the transition wherebyF varies between 0 and 1
decreasing as the transition is approached. The parameteFs

~always positive! follows the decrease ofF, causing the pa-
rameterm8 to change sign from negative to positive wh
gFs,8/9. Sincea}D21/2 with D being the diffusion coef-
ficient, a}s0

21/2, and thereforea gives a contribution tom8
in Eq. ~2! that increases in magnitude as the metal-insula
transition is approached from the metallic to the insulat
side. Deep in the metallic regime,m8 is negative sinceFs is
large, increasing as the transition is approached and chan
sign whenK21 diverges at the metal-insulator transition.

In the framework of the localization-interaction mode
the primary distinction between high and low magnetic fie
limits has different characteristic field limits for the intera
tion and the localization terms.9 For thee-e interaction the
distinction is made by comparing the Zeeman splitting
ergy of the electron~the energy quanta of a quantum
mechanical transition! gmBH, whereg is the electron gyro-
magnetic ratio (g factor! which is approximately equal to 2
to the thermal energykBT. Hence thehigh-field limit condi-
tion for thee-e interaction isgmBH@kT and after numerica
substitution becomesH/T@kB /gmB50.7443104 Oe/K. In
the case of the weak localization, the high-field condition
H@(hc/2e) l in

22 , wherel in is the inelastic scattering length

A. Electron-electron interactions

The quantum corrections to the magnetoconductance,
to e-e interactions, defined as

Ds I~H,T!5s I~H,T!2s I~0,T!, ~5!

are given by the following expressions:18,20

Ds I~H,T!520.041a~gmB /kB!2gFsT23/2H2

for gmBH!kT, ~6!
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Ds I~H,T!5agFsT1/220.77a~gmB /kB!1/2gFsH1/2

for gmBH@kT. ~7!

From the above equations it is apparent that the magneto
ductance due toe-e interactions is expected to behave
H1/2 at very high and asH2 at very low fields. Also the
contribution of thee-e interactions to the magnetocondu
tance is alwaysnegative, arising from Zeeman splitting o
the spin-up and spin-down bands.

An expression similar to Eq.~1! for the conductivity at
low temperatures under the presence of a strong magn
field, but due toe-e interactions only, can be easily obtaine
by combining the above equations

s I~H,T!5s I~H,0!1mHT1/2 ~8!

where the coefficientmH is given by

mH5aF4

3
2gS Fs

2 D G . ~9!

The parameters present in Eq.~9! are identical to the ones
of Eq. ~2! since the equations were derived under the fun
mental assumption thata,g and Fs are independent of the
magnetic field. SincegFs5(mH2m8)/a andgFs is always
positive,mH.m8 with mH having a positive range of values
As disorder increases,gFs decreases, causingm8 to become
positive whengFs,8/9. The application of a high magneti
field can, therefore, cause a change in the sign of the c
ductivity slope wheneverm8,0, namely in the samples fo
which gFs.8/9.

Values ofm8 andmH , obtained from the magnetocondu
tance data, can characterize the extent of the disorder pre
in the sample and its relative position in an imaginary me
insulator transition scale via the value ofgFs , which, as
mentioned above, decreases to zero as the sample goes
the metallic to the insulating side of the transition. Thu
from the magnetoconductance measurements parameter
available from the conductivity data alone, that provide ex
information about the sample properties can be deduc
Such procedure will be followed in the experimental sectio

B. Weak localization

The primary distinction that must be made concerning
weak localization term is whether the spin-orbit effects a
important or not. Studies38–40 of disordered metallic films
and doped semiconductors20–22where the spin-orbit coupling
was strong have revealed a negative magnetoconductan
appears that weak localization under the presence of st
spin-orbit effects changes to weak antilocalization due to
structive backscattering. Theoretical issues in the case
strong spin-orbits effects are yet to be decided. In conduc
polymers, however, due to the dominance of atoms with re
tively low atomic number, it should be expected the sp
orbit effects to be weak. This conjecture will, rather justi
ably, be followed in the forthcoming analysis.

In the presence of weak spin-orbit effects, the magne
conductance due to the weak localization term defined a
6-2
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APPLICABILITY OF THE LOCALIZATION - . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 245106 ~2003!
DsL~H,T!5sL~H,T!2sL~0,T! ~10!

can be expressed by the following equations:1,41,42

DsL~H,T!5~1/12p2!~e/c\!2G0l in
3 H2

for H!~hc/2e!l in
22, ~11!

DsL~H,T!5BWLH
1/2 for H@~hc/2e!l in

22, ~12!

whereG05(e2/\) andBWL is a constant with an estimate
value for an isotropic material of the order of magnitude
0.01 S cm21 Oe21/2 11 and having a maximum value o
0.0435 S cm21 Oe21/2.43 According to Eqs.~11! and ~12!,
weak localization givespositivemagnetoconductance. Ther
fore, the effect of the magnetic field is to suppress the loc
ization effect. The high- and low-field behaviors of the ma
netoconductance are identical to that due toe-e interactions,
i.e., behavior proportional toH1/2 at very high and toH2 at
very low fields.

C. Total corrections

The corrections to magnetoconductance~MC! due toe-e
interactions and weak localization are additive, providing
following expression for the total magnetoconductance:

Ds~H,T!5s~H,T!2s~0,T!5Ds I~H,T!1DsL~H,T!.
~13!

It has been surmised by various studies20,41 that despite the
importance of the interplay between those two interacti
for the extent of the disorder present in the system, thee-e
interactions are more dominant at lower temperatures
higher fields, while the weak localization effects are mo
dominant at higher temperatures and lower fields. The va
ity of such remarks will be explored during the analysis
the magnetoconductance data taken from PANI films.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Sample preparation

Using the emeraldine base form of PANi with high m
lecular weight (Mw;23105 g/mol) as starting material
three different polyaniline systems were obtained by dr
casting from solution after homogenization: PANI-CSA film
with 30% and 60% doping level among with PANI-AMPS
50%.44,45 Each doping level signifies a different molar rat
of dopant to the EB and the films, whose thickness ran
from 30-100mm, obtained throughout this process were co
sidered isotropic. The aging effect46,47 in the conductivity of
the samples was hardly noticeable (;2%); however, the
preparation procedure does affect the random diso
present in the final system, but not to such a degree
inhibits any discussion considering distinctive physical te
dencies in the samples.

B. Experimental setup

Conductivity and MC measurements were carried out i
helium cryostat with a superconducting magnet that enab
magnetic fields up to 13.093104 Oe and temperatures rang
ing from room temperature to 1.5 K to be reached. The te
perature was monitored with either Pt resistance therm
eter ~for T.50 K) or a carbon glass thermometer~for T
,50 K).

The conductivity of the samples was measured using
‘‘four-in-line technique.’’ The electrical contacts were mad
by placing four thin copper wires with conductive graph
adhesive onto the four gold strips that had been evapor
on the samples. The linear response in the current-volt
curve was confirmed and in order to avoid any additio
sample heating, the dissipated power onto the sample did
exceed 1mW. The magnetoconductance measurements w
conducted with the magnetic field perpendicular to the fi
surface and, thus, to the current direction. The repeatab
-
y
-

e

FIG. 1. The temperature de
pendence of the dc conductivit
for PANI-CSA samples. The loga
rithmic plots of the activation en-
ergy W against temperature ar
shown in the inset. At low tem-
peratures, (T,20 K), where the
criterion is applicable, the PANI-
CSA 60% film shows a positive
slope ~metallic regime!, whereas
the PANI-CSA 30% film shows a
negative slope~insulating regime!.
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TABLE I. The reference conductivity values for the samples under investigation along with the fitting parameters of the local
interaction model for a sample in the metallic regime of a MI transition. The MC percentage is calculated forH513.093104 Oe andT
51.5 K. The relative errors of the fitting parameters are approximately 0.1%.

Sample
s~295 K!
~S/cm! r r

s I(0)
~S/cm!

m8
(V m K1/2)21

s I(H,0)
~S/cm!

mH

(V cm K1/2)21 a gFs

MC
~%!

PANI-CSA 30% 52 57 - - - - - - 240
PANI-CSA 60% 120 1.06 108.63 3.88 94.40 8.86 8.51 0.59 27
PANI-AMPSA

50%
100 1.22 66.04 11.51 63.55 13.86 11.28 0.21 0.7
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of the results was confirmed by examining several sam
from each category and small variations among sample
the same category can be attributed to different degree
random disorder induced upon preparation.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Temperature dependence of conductivity

Low temperature (T,10 K) dependent conductivity mea
surements initially without an external magnetic field an
afterwards under a magnetic fieldH513.093104 Oe were
performed on PANI-CSA and PANI-AMPSA samples. Th
results from each sample category are presented separ
for clarity purposes.

PANI-CSA films

According to a recent study,34 PANI-CSA 60% and PANI-
CSA 30% are, respectively, the most metallic and least
tallic of all the PANI-CSA films studied thereby. Figure
shows the conductivity values as a function of temperat
for those two samples. Their resistivity ratio is defined
r r5s(295 K)/s(1.5 K) and its values are included in Tab
I. From these values, it is surmised that PANI-CSA 60% is
the metallic regime (r r,2), whereas PANI-CSA 30% is in
the insulating regime (10,r r) of a disorder induced metal
insulator transition.48 Such classification is corroborated b
the activation energyW5d(ln s)/d(ln T), shown in the inset
24510
s
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of Fig. 1. Sample PANI-CSA 30% shows a negative tempe
ture coefficient at low temperatures, while PANI-CSA 60%
positive one, indicating the former is on the insulating side
the MI transition whereas the latter is on the metallic. T
activation energy criterion was applicable since the samp
as the conductivity plots of Fig. 1 testified, showed a ne
tive temperature coefficient of resistivity at the low tempe
ture regime. The agreement between theW(T) plots and the
resistivity ratio confirms the importance of these two facto
for the precise identification of the metallic, critical and i
sulating regimes in conducting polymers.

Figure 2 shows the low temperature conductivity data
the PANI-CSA 60% sample with and without the presence
a strong magnetic field,H513.093104 Oe. According to
the localization-interaction, the conductivity of disorder
system in themetallic regime is given by expression~1!. At
very low temperatures (T,4 K), the e-e interaction domi-
nates over the weak-localization contribution to t
conductivity14,21,49and the conductivity is given by

s I~T!5s I~0!1m8T1/2, ~14!

while under the presence of a strong magnetic field (H.8
3104 Oe), the corresponding expression is

s I~H,T!5s I~H,0!1mHT1/2. ~15!

Equations~14! and~15! were successfully fitted to the PANI
CSA 60% low temperature conductivity data, as Fig. 2 de
n-

tic
f

in
s
-

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the co
ductivity for the PANI-CSA 60% sample with
and without the presence of an external magne
field. Model fits were performed in the context o
the localization-interaction model for samples
the metallic regime. The semilog plot illustrate
clearly that the applicability of the model is lim
ited at low temperatures.
6-4
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the co
ductivity for the PANI-CSA 30% sample with
and without the presence of an external magne
field. Since the sample is in the insulating regim
attempts to fit, as in the case of the PANI-CS
60% sample, the same model described by E
~14! have failed.
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onstrates. Attempts to fit Eq.~1! to the data were abandone
due to problems of overparametrization. The values of
fitting parameterss I(0), m8, s I(H,0) andmH are summa-
rized in Table I. Both samples showed negative magnetoc
ductance after the application of the magnetic field.

For a sample in the insulating regime, such as PANI-C
30%, Figure 3 demonstrates the unsuitability of the meta
regime expression for the low temperature conductivity. F
samples in the insulating regime, the conductivity follow
the activated temperature dependence of variable range
ping ~VRH! among localized states below the mobili
edge.50,51 In this case,s(T) becomes exponential and
given by the general expression

s~T!5s0 expF2S T0

T D xG , ~16!

wheres0 is a constant,x51/(11d) (d the dimensionality of
the system! and, for three-dimensional systems,T0
5const/kBN(EF)L3 (L being the localization length!. For
three-dimensional hopping of noninteracting carriersx51/4
~Mott’s law!, while in the Efros-Shklovskii limit,52 where the
interactions between localized electrons play an impor
role in the hopping transport,x51/2. By substituting Eq.
~16! into the expression for the activation energyW
5d(ln s)/d(ln T), we find that

W5xT0
xT2x ~17!

or

ln W5 ln~xT0
x!2x ln T. ~18!

The VRH parameters can, therefore, be determined from
slopes of theW versusT plots in the inset of Fig. 1. The
values obtained for PANI-CSA 30% sample arex50.345
and T0560 K, which are in the value range reported
other groups on similar~but not identical! systems.33,53 The
exponentx grows as the samples become more insulat
and the charge transport becomes more characteristic of
24510
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ping on isolated chains with reduced dimensionality. In t
current case,d51.9 indicating a quasi-two-dimensiona
transport mechanism. It must be noted, however, that obt
ing the VRH parameters from theW(T) plots is not an en-
tirely precise procedure since theW(T) plots themselves are
deduced by differentiating the measured conductivity d
and it is well known in the field of numerical analysis th
numerical differentiation is a high-risk technique that pos
complicated problems, not always malleable, for an err
free application. The standard errors in theW(T) plots can,
therefore, become quite large~e.g., a relative error greate
than 50%! depending on the differentiation technique use
However, since the plots have more of a comparative t
absolute value, and considering the fact the same differen
tion technique was used for every sample, we would exp
the relative errors to be similar from sample to sample a
that the general trends in the plots will remain distinguis
able.

PANI-AMPSA 50% film

Figure 4 shows the low temperature conductivity data
the PANI-AMPSA 50% sample. It is observed that, contra
to PANI-CSA samples, the magnetoconductance increa
after the application of a strong external magnetic field,H
513.093104 Oe. This observation will be discussed in d
tail in the magnetoconductance section that follows. The
sistivity ratio and the slightly positive slope of theW(T)
curve indicate that the sample is on the metallic side, alb
closer to the transition that PANI-CSA 60%. Furthermo
the activation energy values of PANI-AMPSA film ar
greater than those of PANI-CSA 60%~metallic regime! and
smaller than those of PANI-CSA 30%~insulating regime!,
suggesting that, since the reduced activation energy incre
as the samples becomes more insulating, the film is a
intermediate position in an imaginary MI transition diagra
Following the same procedure with PANI-CSA 60%, th
model curve fits are plotted in Fig. 5 and the fitting para
eters are listed in Table I.
6-5
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FIG. 4. The low temperature dependence
conductivity for the PANI-AMPSA 50% sample
with and without the presence of an extern
magnetic field. The corresponding activation e
ergy curves are logarithmically plotted in the in
set.
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The results of all the samples studied are listed in Tabl
According to the localization-interaction model,mH.m8,
something that is confirmed by the current results. As
plained previously, the value ofm8 increases in magnitude a
the MI transition is approached, viz. the more insulati
samples have larger values ofm8. This was found to be the
case for the samples under investigation since the prim
classification done by the resistivity ratio and the reduc
activation energy plots is consistent with the values ofm8
that were derived by applying the localization-interacti
model on the low temperature conductivity data.

From the values ofmH andm8, the parametersa andgFs

can be determined, after solving Eqs.~2! and ~9!, by the
expressions

a5
3

8
~3mH2m8!, ~19!
24510
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gFs5
mH2m8

a
. ~20!

The values ofa andgFs are listed in Table I. In accordanc
with the theory,a (gFs) increases~decreases! as the sample
moves from the metallic to the insulating side of the M
transition. These values are similar to the ones found
other groups from studies on other conducting polym
close to the MI transition.14,48,49 Since for both samples
gFs,8/9, m8 is positive showing that the samples are n
deep in the metallic regime, wherem8 is negative, but rather
they are close, on the metallic side, to the boundary of an
transition. It is apparent thatr r , a and gFs , as Table I
shows, along withm8 can provide a consistent classificatio
of a sample in respect to its degree of disorder and the p
tion in a virtual MI transition diagram. This is achieved with
out any knowledge of the microscopic quantities that de
mine the charge transport such as carrier density, relaxa
time, drawing a line between conducting polymers and in
y
n

FIG. 5. The low temperature conductivit
curves along with the localization-interactio
model fits for the PANI-AMPSA 50% sample.
6-6
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FIG. 6. Magnetoconductance as a function
the applied magnetic field for the PANI-CSA
60% at different temperatures.
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known or can be precisely measured.

The classification of the samples according toa andgFs

agrees with the results obtained using another order pa
eter, the productkFl wherekF and l are the Fermi wave
vector and the mean free path respectively.34 The values of
kFl were obtained within the framework of the localizatio
interaction model, but were derived from the optical prop
ties of the samples, suggesting, thus, a considerable co
tency in the sample’s behavior.

Before proceeding with the magnetoconductance data
important subtle point regarding the applicability of expre
sions~14! and ~15! for the case of a sample in the metall
regime, but with positive magnetoconductance, must b
made. According to the preceding theory, the above exp
sions were derived under the fundamental assumption
the low temperature conductivity is determined only by t
e-e interaction. Since thee-e interaction leads always to
negative magnetoconductance, the application of those
pressions in the case of positive magnetoconductance,
the case of the PANI-AMPSA 50% sample, seems, at fi
questionable. However, in the case of a strong magnetic
H513.093104 Oe, the inequalityH@(hc/2e) l in

22 for l in

.125 Å is satisfied for the whole temperature range o
which the fits were performed. It has been reported54 that in
the case of PANI-CSA samplesl in;150-300 Å for tempera-
tures up to 5 K, and therefore the high field condition
assumed to be satisfied. This implies that the we
localization contribution to the magnetoconductance is gi
by expression~12!:

DsL~H,T!5BWLH
1/2. ~21!

According to Eq.~21!, the weak-localization contribution to
the conductivity at high fields and low temperatures is te
perature independent~sinceBWL is constant!. Therefore for
H513.093104 Oe, DsL is constant and therefore can b
incorporated in the constants I(H,0) of equation ~15!.
Hence, the application of the localization-interaction mo
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for a sample marginally in the metallic regime of a MI tra
sition like PANI-AMPSA 50%, is formally justified.

B. Field dependency of magnetoconductance

Complementary information regarding the charge dyna
ics under a magnetic field can be obtained by measuring
magnetoconductance as a function of the applied field at
ferent temperatures. This procedure has been followed o
the samples investigated in the previous section.

PANI-CSA 60%

Figure 6 shows the magnetoconductance of the sam
under an applied magnetic field ranging from 0 to 14
3104 Oe. The measurements were performed at vari
temperatures. The experimental values are similar to the o
reported by other studies on similar systems.33,54 The maxi-
mum value of the MC is observed atT51.5 K and is ap-
proximately 7.3%. The MC decreases with the increase
temperature and becomes almost negligible around 10
The decrease of the MC with increasing temperature can
attributed to the dominance of other scattering, both ela
and inelastic, mechanisms such as electron-phonon scatt
that are temperature activated over the relatively weak lo
ization ande-e interaction effects that constitute the sam
ple’s MC. The sample is not metallic enough~although it is
in the metallic regime as discussed previously! to observe
any considerably positive MC as in the case of weakly d
ordered metal.

The total change in conductivity is given in the high-fie
limit by the expression

Ds~H,T!5agFsT1/220.77a~gmB /kB!1/2gFsH1/2

1BWLH
1/2. ~22!

Assuming once again that in the high magnetic field limit t
weak localization contribution is small in comparison wi
the e-e interaction term and, thus, can be omitted, Eq.~22!
can be approximated by
6-7
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FIG. 7. The change in conductivity under
magnetic field of PANI-CSA 60% at 1.5 K and
the high-field fit of the localization-interaction
model given by Eq.~23!. The inset plotsDs
againstH1/2 to elucidate the suitability of Eq.~23!
in the high-field region.
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Ds~H,T!5agFsT1/220.89agFsH1/2. ~23!

Equation ~23! has been fitted to the MC data at differe
temperatures withagFs as a fitting parameter giving simila
results at each temperature. Figure 7 shows such a fit a
K. The value obtained foragFs is 3.94 which is comparable
with the values obtained in the previous section~Table I!
which give thatagFs55.02. The discrepancy can at fir
sight be attributed to the small influence of the weak loc
ization ~WL! in the measured curves and to other rand
errors that inhibit the accuracy of the fitting process. Anot
potential reason is that the parametera as given by Eq.~19!
may be temperature independent. Whether such case is
here is a moot point, revealing that certain issues concer
the localization-interaction model remain unresolved. Nev
theless, the agreement is quite acceptable, suggesting a
ternal coherency in the model.

Ahlskog and co-workers11,41 have tried calculating the
e-e contribution without omitting the WL term of Eq.~22!
since such omission is indeed valid only under approxim
tion. After assuming that since the WL contributionBWL is
temperature independent, it can be cancelled out by subt
ing the values ofDs at two different temperatures satisfyin
the high-field condition, they calculated thee-e coefficient
BEE520.77a(gmB /kB)1/2gFsH1/2 from the resulting values
of Ds(H,T1)2Ds(H,T2). However, they did not provide
any further information regarding their calculation ofBEE .
The aforementioned subtraction actually gives

Ds~H,T1!2Ds~H,T2!

5agFs~T1
1/22T2

1/2!1~BEE
T1 2BEE

T2 !H1/2, ~24!

and by considering that thee-e interaction is temperature
independent as well, the value ofagFs can be obtained. By
trying different pairs of temperatures, a set of similar valu
of agFs mostly greater than 5 was obtained, however suc
method is sensitive to millikelvin temperature fluctuatio
leading, occasionally, to large dispersion when it is appl
over a random set of temperature pairs. Hence, it should
24510
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applied with care. Nevertheless, the fact that the values
agFs are greater than the value obtained from theT1/2 de-
pendence ofs(T), demonstrates that in the first case t
omission of the WL~positive contribution! does lead to an
undervaluation of the absolute value ofBEE , or, in other
words, to the underestimation of the contribution of thee-e
interaction to the magnetoconductance. The above proce
provides us with further insight regarding recognition a
quantification of the interplay of those two factors domin
ing the charge transport mechanism of a conducting poly
at low temperatures~low temperatures here refer to the tem
perature where the effect of other scattering processes to
charge transport in the material is negligible!.

PANI-CSA 30%

The magnetic field dependence of the conductivity
sample PANI-CSA 30% at various temperatures is shown
Figure 8. The MC values displayed are significantly larg
than the previous sample, exceeding 40% at 1.5 K. The
matic increase of the negative MC as the sample cros
from the metallic~60% doping level! to the insulating regime
~30%! is something typical for samples in the insulating r
gime of a MI transition.12,32,48The largely negative values o
MC in the insulating regime can be attributed to the red
tion of the overlap of the localized wave functions under t
influence of the magnetic fields and the field’s effect on
hopping transport among the localized states. The pro
tional relation among MC and the extent of disorder can
used in order to classify the systems according to their
gree of disorder and their relative position on the insulat
regime on a virtual MI transition diagram.

PANI-AMPSA 50%

Figure 9 plots the magnetoconductance of PANI-AMPS
50% as a function of the magnetic field at different tempe
tures. The data are significantly different to the ones of
PANI-CSA samples, more resembling the magnetocond
tance data of certain highly conducting polyacetyle
6-8
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FIG. 8. Magnetoconductance as a function
the applied magnetic field for the PANI-CSA
30% at different temperatures.
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samples as published by Nogamiet al.,43 but they lack the
anisotropy and the high conductivity values of polyacetyle
systems55 and the difference between the MC properties
oriented and unoriented conducting polymers is usually
nificant. The positive contribution to the MC increases w
increasing temperature and field. The existence of a lo
minimum for the MC curve at approximately 7.53104 Oe
for temperatures below 2 K cannot be explained in the con
text of the localization-interaction model for any choice
the parametersagFs and BWL of Eq. ~22!. At higher tem-
peratures the MC becomes overwhelmingly positive a
such rapid switch from negative to positive MC cannot
explained with the assumption thatagFs andBWL are tem-
perature and field independent since it is obvious that s
increase requires modification of the coefficients in each
the three terms of Eq.~22!. Hence, the three-dimension
localization theory is not suitable for interpreting the pres
case.

The inadequacy of the localization-interaction model
not, however, terminal. One of its main theoretical assum
24510
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tions was that it is valid only for samples in the metal
regime and it is by no means clear that the theory is ap
cable very near to the transition~always on the metallic re-
gime!. The sample PANI-AMPSA 50% was found to b
from the activation energy plots and its resistivity ratio valu
in the metallic regime, but closer to the transition in com
parison to PANI-CSA 60% where the application of th
model was found to be successful, as the values of Tab
testify. Another factor that could explain such an insuf
ciency is the fact that, as Fig. 9 shows, the maximum M
measured is approximately 1.8%, a value that is strikin
smaller than almost any reported value for conjuga
polymers.49,54 Such small changes in the conductivity cou
be affected or even induced by the temperature fluctuat
of the sample which are of the order of a tenth of a Kelvin
quick look at the plots of Fig. 9 reveals a greater degree
dispersion than other samples. However, such a disper
cannot be an excuse for an altogether dismissal of the cur
plots since the existence of a certain tendency is trace
enough to be attributed to random factors occurred dur
of
FIG. 9. Magnetoconductance as a function
the applied magnetic field for the PANI-AMPSA
50% at different temperatures.
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G. TZAMALIS, N. A. ZAIDI, AND A. P. MONKMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 245106 ~2003!
the measurement session. The only safe conclusion tha
currently be made is that the magneto-transport propertie
the PANI-AMPSA 50% cannot be entirely understood with
the present theoretical context since from the shape of
plots eitheragFs or BWL are not constant butH dependent
or a new term/process is required.

V. SUMMARY

Low temperature magnetoconductance measurem
were performed on three different polyaniline systems. T
low temperature conductivity measurements enabled a
mary classification of the materials in respect to the exten
the disorder present in their system that determined their
sition on a virtual metal-insulator transition diagram. Mo
rigid evidence was provided by studying the effect of a va
ing magnetic field on the charge transport and attemptin
interpret it in the context of the 3D localization-interactio
model which is valid for samples in the disordered meta
regime of the MI transition. The model, despite certain sho
comings, can consistently interpret the charge transport p

*Present address: Institute for Physical, Nuclear and Macromol
lar Chemistry and Material Science, Philipps-University of Ma
burg, Hans Meerwein Strasse, D-35032 Marburg, Germany. E
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